England v India partnerships

by Hemical

Participants in the record partnerships for each wicket in England v India Tests are defined by
(wicket, score, partner, year)

Across
1 Care for reversing
sequence and clearing
space? (5)
4 Australian setter's target
(3)
6 One on the way out being
not first-rate is (8th, 168,
Illingworth, 1971) (5)
9 (4th, 268, Hammond,
1936) deserving gin
cocktail to go with hundred
(11)
10/26 Avenge destruction
of European city (6)
11 Robert Willis centres
on (3rd, 350, Pietersen,
2011) (4)
12 In sleepy Romania,
campers see firelighter
(10)
14 Royalty almost
flummoxed by (6th, 171,
Botham, 1980) (6)
15 (5th, 254, Greig, 1973)
left in to get more honour
in the end (8)
17 Key ran on, confusing
someone from islands
north of Scotland (8)
19 (2nd, 314, Gambhir,
2008) sees Warner or
Hussey embracing redhead
(6)
22 Tailless American bird
found in tin at American
production of
Shakespeare? (10)
23 Pull down scrap of
cloth (4)
26 See 10
27 Medicinal Indian tree in
spot around a research
establishment has one
negative (7,4)
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28 Bronze man in the field
(5)
29 Initially look into
exposing situation (3)
30 Newton surrounded by
a lot to chew over (5)
Down
1 Arrest includes Western
Australian governor (5)
2 With true heart, recover
from setback as they do out
in the sticks (7)
3 Repeated sound of
energy cut short (4)
4 It is irritating when
public address systems fail
to start (6)
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29

5 Crashed tram just like
some older women (8)
6 50 popular oriental ships
following each other (4,6)
7 I get into very old jet,
being very fashionable (7)
8 Explodes and recurs flee in panic (3,6)
13 Deem Door of
Destruction to be
predestined (10)
14 Clothes to get ruined in
small hardware store (4,5)
16 Crazy article all about
(9th, 104, Shastri, 1981)
(5,3)

30

18 First Korean pilot
doffing his cap hit the
centre for (7th, 235,
Shastri, 1984) (7)
20 Domino is revealed to
be holding up edition (7)
21 One-third of umbrellas
found in Malaysian city
are, in the end, for (10th,
73, Sreesanth, 2007) (6)
24 Pig has business inside,
turning over (1st, 225,
Atherton, 1990) (5)
25 Kill without hesitation
over noisy musical
instrument (4)

